be system quiver algebras of maximal tame representation types. In this paper, based on the minimal projective bimodule resolutions, we calculate explicitly the dimensions of all Hochschild homology groups of the system quiver of maximal tame representation types.
Introduction
The differential equation The equivalence classes of a dynamical system are one-to-one correspondence with the isomorphism classes of the finite dimensional representations of the system quiver. Elements of the repreesentation theory had been explained in [2] . Longcai Li et al. classfied all the system quiver algebras according their representation type,and found the list of system quiver algebras of maximal tame representation type [3] . System quiver algebra of minimal wild type had been discussed in [4] .
Let  is a system quiver algebra. In the isomorphism and dual sense,  is tame type if and only if  is (or degenerate) T (1) ); ( 2 1   I (2) ); , , ( 3 2     I (3) ); , , , (
Hochschild homology group was introduced by Hochschild in 1945 in [5] . Let  be the finite dimensional combination basic algebra (Including identical element 1) in number field K. Its enveloping algebra was defined as
 be the reflexive algebra of  . M be the finite dimensional     dual-mode in number field K, then coefficients in the M of algebraic  ,which Homology group at the n-th order is defined as
Especially, when
HH HH
, known as the n-th order algebraic Hochschild homology group.
The arrow diagram and its development and application , provided a effective method for calculating the Hochschild homology of algebra group.
Bardzell gave the explicit description of construction of minimal projective bimodule resolutions of monomial algebras with directed paths. Using Bardzell's method, the minimal projective bimodule resolutions of the system quiver algebras of maximal tame representation type is constructed in [6] . In this thesis, based on the resolutions, we calculate explicitly the dimensions of all Hochschild homology groups of the system quiver algebras of maximal tame representation type by means of combinatorics. Thus we get a further understanding of the homology property of those algebras.
Minimal Projective Bimodule Resolution
In the section, we first introduce the minimal projective bimodule resolutions of the system quiver algebras of maximal tame representation type constructed by Dandan Zhang in [7] .
By the correspondence of the list in introduction, it can obtain the following ideals corresponding to the system quiver algebras of maximal tame type 
And then it follows the following theorem according to [6] . 
Hochschild Homology Group
Let Y X , is a set that consists of all consistent elements of kQ , and
Y is a linear space whose base is X ⊙ Y . In the section, we calculate the dimensions of all Hochschild homology groups of the system quiver algebras of maximal tame representation type by means of combinatorics.
Acting on the minimal projection 
It follows Bardzell chain complex
i B k(   ⊙ i i B k n AP i n ( )) (   ⊙  )) 1 (  n AP i
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, and n is an odd number, , and n is an even number, 
